TRIBUTARIES® Takes Home Two Awards
from Spring 2007 EH Expo
Coveted “People’s Choice” For Best Overall Demo and Most Entertaining Demo in
Demo Alley
Orlando, FL—TRIBUTARIES® Cable, known worldwide for its outstanding quality
and service in the audio, video, and custom-installation cabling and accessories
industry, was honored with the coveted “People’s Choice Award” for the Best
Overall Demonstration and “Most Entertaining Demonstration” in Demo Alley at the
2007 Spring EH Expo recently held in Orlando, Florida.
TRIBUTARIES® provided audio and video cables and the TX500 Power Manager for
the

Demo

Alley

demonstration.

The

TX500

provides

unrivaled

real-world

performance in surge suppression and noise filtering of AC power.

Featuring

extensive power control and convenience for up to 10 components with a
cumulative demand of as much as 1800 watts, the TX500 also delivers surge
protection for twin telephone connections, and for two fully independent RF signal
paths specifically designed for cable, satellite or antenna devices. Additionally, each
RF circuit maintains a consistent 75-ohm impedance, providing bandwidth capability
in excess of 1.5GHz.
“The

RBH,

ADA,

Auralex,

ProjectionDesign,

Tributaries combination showed EHX attendees
that a good system requires good components, as
well as quality cabling and power conditioning to
pull

the

complete

home

theater

experience

together,” said Robert Archer, Senior Editor of CE
Pro Magazine.

Archer continues, “In addition to the great products within the room, they also
showed why a captivating system demo is also necessary to drive home the
industry’s message. This room was well prepared and it covered all the bases
throughout its time in Demo Alley.”

About TRIBUTARIES®
Established in 1991 in Orlando, Florida, TRIBUTARIES® Cable is an acknowledged
leader in the design, production, and distribution of high-quality audio and video
interconnect cables, speaker wires, and electronics. The company prides itself on its
customer service, and has won the CE Industry magazine “Inside Track” Supplier
Loyalty Awards a total of ten times in the past eleven years.
TRIBUTARIES® Cable is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gordon J. Gow Technologies,
Inc.
For more information, please visit www.tributariescable.com.
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